To implement open information extraction, a new extraction paradigm has been developed in which a system makes a single data-driven pass overa corpus oftext, extracting a large set of relational tuples without requiring any human input. Using training data, a Self-Supervised Learner employs a parser and heuristics to determine criteria that will be used by an extraction classifier (or other ranking model) for evaluat ing the trustworthiness of candidate tuples that have been extracted from the corpus of text, by applying heuristics to the corpus of text. The classifier retains tuples with a sufficiently high probability of being trustworthy. A redundancy-based assessor assigns a probability to each retained tuple to indi cate a likelihood that the retained tuple is an actual instance of a relationship between a plurality of objects comprising the retained tuple. The retained tuples comprise an extraction graph that can be queried for information. focused on satisfying precise, narrow, pre-specified requests from Small homogeneous corpora (e.g., extract the location and time of seminars from a set of announcements). Shifting to a new domain requires the user to name the target relations and to manually create new extraction rules or hand-tag new training examples. This manual labor Scales linearly with the number of target relations. Thus, IE has traditionally relied on extensive human involvement in the form of hand-crafted extraction rules or hand-tagged training examples. Moreover, the user is required to explicitly pre-specify each relation of interest. While IE has become increasingly automated over time, enumerating all potential relations of interest for extrac tion by an IE system is highly problematic for corpora as large and varied as the Web. To make it possible for users to issue diverse queries over heterogeneous corpora, IE systems must move away from architectures that require relations to be specified prior to query time in favor of those that aim to discover all possible relations in the text. 0003. In the past, IE has been used on small, homogeneous corpora Such as newswire stories or seminar announcements. As a result, traditional IE systems are able to rely on "heavy linguistic technologies tuned to the domain of interest, Such as dependency parsers and Named-Entity Recognizers (NERs). These systems were not designed to scale relative to the size of the corpus or the number of relations extracted, as both parameters were fixed and small. 0004. The problem of extracting information from the Web violates all of these assumptions. Corpora are massive and heterogeneous, the relations of interest are unanticipated, and their number can be large. These challenges are discussed below in greater detail. 0005. The first step in automating IE was moving from knowledge-based IE systems to trainable systems that took as input hand-tagged instances or document segments and auto matically learned domain-specific extraction patterns. Cer tain prior approaches, including Web-based question answer ing systems, have further reduced the manual labor needed for relation-specific text extraction by requiring only a small set of tagged seed instances or a few hand-crafted extraction patterns, per relation, to launch the training process. Still, the creation of Suitable training data required Substantial exper tise as well as non-trivial manual effort for every relation extracted, and the relations have to be specified in advance. 0006 Previous approaches to relation extraction have employed kernel-based methods, maximum-entropy models, graphical models, and co-occurrence statistics over Small, domain-specific corpora and limited sets of relations. 0008. In addition, another research group described an approach to "unrestricted relation discovery," that was tested on a collection of 28,000 newswire articles. This early work contains the important idea of avoiding relation-specificity, but does not scale to the magnitude of the problem of extract ing information from the entire Web, as explained below. Given a collection of documents, the prior system first per forms clustering of the entire set of newswire articles, parti tioning the corpus into sets of articles believed to discuss similar topics. Within each cluster, named-entity recognition, co-reference resolution, and deep linguistic parse structures are computed and are then used to automatically identify relations between sets of entities. This use of "heavy" linguis tic machinery would be problematic if applied to the Web, since the time requirement for extracting information would be too great. 0009. This earlier approach uses pair wise vector-space clustering and initially requires an O (D) effort where D is the number of documents. Each document assigned to a clus ter is then Subject to linguistic processing, potentially result ing in another pass through the entire set of input documents. This approach is far more expensive for large document col lections than would be desirable and would likely not be practical for extracting information from a corpus of text the size of the Web.
(0010 KNOWITALL is a previously developed Web extraction system that addresses the automation challenge by learning to label its own training examples using a small set of domain-independent extraction patterns. KNOWITALL also addresses corpus heterogeneity by relying on a part-of speech tagger instead of a parser, and by not requiring an NER. However, KNOWITALL requires large numbers of search engine queries and Web page downloads to extract the desired information from a corpus such as the Web. As a result, experiments using KNOWITALL can take weeks to complete. Finally, KNOWITALL takes relation names as input. Thus, the extraction process has to be run, and re-run, each time a relation of interest is identified. Instead, it would thus be desirable to employ a novel paradigm that retains KNOWITALL's benefits, while substantially avoiding its inefficiencies.
SUMMARY
0011. An exemplary method has been created for extract ing relational information from a corpus of text without supervision or the use of predefined templates. Details of this method are described below. The method includes the step of automatically creating a classifier or other form of ranking model for classifying a quality of tuples that will be extracted from the corpus of text. Each tuple includes a plurality of objects and at least one relationship that connects the plurality of objects. Heuristics are automatically applied for extracting the tuples from the corpus of text, without human Supervision or direction. Next, the classifier or ranking function that was created is employed to assess the quality of each of the tuples that were automatically extracted. The method then automati cally determines which of the tuples will be retained, based upon the quality of each tuple that is returned by the classifier or ranking function. 0012. When automatically applying heuristics to extract the tuples, the method identifies nouns and verbs in sentence like text included in the corpus of text. Nouns that are iden tified prospectively comprise the objects included in tuples, and the verbs prospectively comprise relationships between the objects for tuples. The classifier can be applied by using a probability model to determine a probability that the relation ship between objects in each tuple that has been extracted is trustworthy or not trustworthy. To determine which of the tuples will be retained, one approach provides for only retain ing the tuples for which the relationship between the objects of the tuple has been determined to be trustworthy, so that the probability thus comprises an indication of the quality of the tuple. 0013. In at least one embodiment, the classifier is created by using a parser to automatically identify objects and rela tionships of each tuple in training data. Each tuple in the training data is labeled as either trustworthy or not trustwor thy in regard to a relationship between the plurality of objects comprising the tuple. The classifier learns how to classify tuples extracted from the corpus of text, in regard to their quality, in an unsupervised manner from the tuples that have been labeled as a training example. The classifier thus com prises an independent feature model classifier that is auto matically trained without human interaction. 0014) Another aspect of the novel approach that is dis cussed herein is directed to an exemplary system for auto matically extracting relational information from a corpus of text without specifying criteria or patterns for controlling extraction of the relational information. The system includes a memory in which a plurality of machine instructions are stored, and a storage in which a corpus of text are stored. An interface is provided for coupling to the storage. A processor is coupled to the memory, and also to the storage through the interface. The processor executes the machine instructions stored in the memory to carry out a plurality of functions that are generally consistent with the steps of the method dis cussed above. Yet another aspect is directed to a memory medium on which machine executable instructions are stored.
When executed by a processor, these machine executable instructions cause the processor to carry out functions that are also generally consistent with the steps of the method dis cussed above.
0015 This Summary has been provided to introduce a few concepts in a simplified form that are further described in detail below in the Description. However, this Summary is not intended to identify key or essential features of the claimed Subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determining the scope of the claimed subject matter. 0032 Report on statistics over TEXTRUNNER's 11,000,000 highest probability extractions, which dem onstrates its scalability, helps to assess the quality of its extractions, and Suggests directions for future work.
Open IE in TEXTRUNNER 0033. The following describes TEXTRUNNER's archi tecture focusing on its novel components, which are shown in FIG. 1, and then considers how TEXTRUNNER addresses each of the challenges outlined above. Other than training data 13 that are used by a self-supervised learner 15, TEX TRUNNER's sole input is a corpus of text 11, and its output is a set of extractions, comprising an extraction graph 23 that are efficiently indexed, for example, to support exploration via user queries. 0034) TEXTRUNNER includes three key modules: 0035 1. Self-Supervised Learner (15): Given a small corpus sample as input, the Self-Supervised Learner produces a classifier 17 that is capable of labeling can didate tuples or extractions as "trustworthy" or not. The Self-Supervised Learner does not require hand-tagged data or predefined criteria to carry out this function. Other approaches besides a classifier can be used for ranking the tuples or relationships. 0036 2. A Single-Pass Extractor (19): The Single-Pass Extractor makes a single pass over the entire corpus of text to extract candidate tuples for all possible relations. The Single-Pass Extractor does not utilize a parser. The Single-Pass Extractor generates one or more candidate tuples from each sentence in the corpus of text, sends each candidate tuple to classifier 17, and retains the tuples that are labeled as trustworthy. 0037 3. A Redundancy-Based Assessor (21): Redun dancy-Based Assessor 21 assigns a probability to each retained (trustworthy) tuple based on a probabilistic model of redundancy in the text (which is an approach previously used by others). Its output is extraction graph 23, which includes the retained tuples that were extracted, along with a probability value that was deter mined by the Redundancy-Based Assessor. 0038. Each of these key modules is described below in greater detail. Also discussed is TEXTRUNNER's ability to efficiently process queries over its extraction set, and analyze the system's time complexity and speed.
Self-Supervised Learner 0039. Self-Supervised Learner 15 operates in two steps. First, it automatically labels its own training data 13 as posi Oct. 2, 2008 tive or negative, producing labeled data. Second, in this exem plary embodiment, it uses this labeled data to train a Naive Bayes classifier (i.e., to create classifier 17), which is then used by Single-Pass Extractor module 17. Other approaches can be used for ranking the data, to produce labeled data, and to learn how to rank the data.
0040. While deploying a deep linguistic parser to extract relationships between objects is not practical at Web scale, it is hypothesized that a parser can help to train a classifier. Thus, as has been suggested by others, prior to full-scale relation extraction, the Learner uses a parser to automatically identify and label a set of trustworthy (and untrustworthy) extractions. These extractions are used as positive (or nega tive) training examples to a Naive Bayes classifier. (Since this Learner labels its own training data, it is referred to as "self Supervised.) Use of a noise-tolerant learning algorithm helps the system recover from the errors made by the parser when applied to heterogeneous Web text. I0041) Extractions take the form of a tuple t-(e., , e.), where e, and e, are strings meant to denote entities or objects, and is a string meant to denote a relationship between the entities or objects. 0042. The trainer of Self-Supervised Learner 15 parses several thousand sentences in training data 13 to obtain their dependency graph representations. For each parsed sentence, the system finds all base noun phrase constituents e. (In this exemplary embodiment, base noun phrases do not contain nested noun phrases, or optional phrase modifiers, such as prepositional phrases.) For each pair of noun phrases (e., e), izi, the Self-Supervised Learner traverses the parse structure connecting them to locate a sequence of words that becomes a potential relation in the tuple t. The Self-Supervised Learner labels tas a positive example if certain constraints on the syntactic structure shared by e, and e, are met. These constraints seek to extract relationships that are likely to be correct even when the parse tree contains some local errors; if any constraint fails, t is labeled as a negative instance. Some of the heuristics used by this exemplary embodiment are as follows: 10043. There exists a dependency chain betweene, ande, that is no longer than a certain length. For example, restricting the length of the dependency chain to no more than 4 was found to work well.
0044) The path from e, to e, along the syntax tree does not cross a sentence-like boundary (e.g., relative clauses). 0045 0046. Once the Self-Supervised Learner has found and labeled a set of tuples of the form t (e., e), it maps each such tuple to a feature vector representation. All features are domain independent, and can be evaluated at extraction time without the use of a parser. Examples of features include the presence of part-of-speech tag sequences in the relation, the number of tokens in r, j, the number of stop words in whether an object e is found to be a proper noun, the part-of speech tag to the left of e, and the part-of-speech tag to the right of e. Following feature extraction, the Self-Supervised Learner uses this set of automatically labeled feature vectors as input to a Naive Bayes classifier. As noted above, it is also contemplated that other approaches for carrying out the func tion of ranking data and for employing the training data to create Such a ranking function or model.
Neithere, nor e, consists solely of a pronoun. 0047 Classifier 17, which is output by Self-Supervised Learner 15, is language-specific but contains no relation specific or lexical features. Thus, it can be used in a domain independent manner. 0048 FIG. 5 graphically illustrates further details of a more specific example 60that illustrates how Self-Supervised Learner 15 produces the classifier that will be used in pro cessing a corpus of text. In this example, a few sentences are input to an analysis block 62, which parses the sentences to identify Subject, verbs, prepositions, and objects, using a simple parser, as discussed above. As indicated, the parser extracts the relationship: "Oppenheimer taught at Berkeley and CalTech. Next, simple heuristics (indicated by reference number 64) are applied to label two training instances, as indicated in a block 66, specifically producing tuples t1 and t2, as follows: (t1) Oppenheimer, taught at, Berkeley; and (t2) Oppenheimer, taught at, CalTech. Feature extraction is then applied in a block 68 to identify specific characteristics of each of these tuples. Naive Bayes training (indicated by a reference number 70) is then used to produce an extraction classifier 72 that is relation independent, uses low-level lin guistic features (no parsing is used), and is language specific. 0049 FIG. 6 illustrates a simple example to show how extraction classifier 72 is used in connection with part of a sentence 84 that is included in a corpus of text 80. From this sentence, two possible relationships are extracted. A first relationship 86 is the tuple: Einstein, presented. The Theory of Relativity. The classifier determines that this tuple is trust worthy, since it indicates a relationship with a probability of about 0.95. A second relationship 88 is: The Theory of Rela tivity, in, a paper. The classifier correctly determines that this is an untrustworthy relationship, having a probability of only 0.3. So only the first relationship is included in retained extractions 82, as a result of processing by the extraction classifier 72. It must be emphasized that extraction classifier 72 is but one approach that is used in this exemplary embodi ment for ranking the relationships that are identified, in terms of trustworthiness. This ranking or classifying function can be implemented in a myriad of different ways (e.g., by apply ing a probabilistic approach, a frequency-based approach, a heuristic approach, etc.). Thus, it is not intended that the ranking or classifying step discussed herein in anyway be limited to an extraction classifier.
0050. Prior to using a learning approach like that disclosed above, several weeks were invested in manually constructing a relation-independent extraction classifier. A first attempt at relation extraction took the entire string between two entities detected to be of interest. Not surprisingly, this permissive approach captured an excess of extraneous and incoherent information. At the other extreme, a strict approach that sim ply looks for verbs in relation to a pair of nouns resulted in a loss of other links of importance, such as those that specify noun or attribute-centric properties, for example, (Oppenhe imer, professor of theoretical physics) and (trade Schools, similar to, colleges). A purely verb-centric method was prone to extracting incomplete relationships, for example, (Berke ley, located, Bay Area) instead of (Berkeley, located in, Bay Area). The heuristic-based approaches that were attempted exposed the difficulties involved in anticipating the form of a relation and its arguments in a general manner. At best, a final hand-built classifier, which is a natural baseline for the Oct. 2, 2008 learned one (i.e., for classifier 17), achieved a mere one third of the accuracy of classifier 17, which was produced by the Self-Supervised Learner.
Single-Pass Extractor 0051 Single-Pass Extractor 19 makes a single pass over corpus of text 11, automatically tagging each word in each sentence with its most probable part-of-speech. Using these tags, entities or objects are found by identifying noun phrases using a lightweight noun-phrase chunker. Relations are found by examining the text between the noun phrases and heuris tically eliminating non-essential phrases, such as preposi tional phrases that over specify an entity (e.g. "Scientists from many universities are studying...' is analyzed as "Scientists are studying...'), or individual tokens, such as adverbs (e.g., "definitely developed' is reduced to "developed'). 0.052 For each noun phrase it finds, the chunker also pro vides the probability with which each word is believed to be part of the entity. These probabilities are subsequently used to discard tuples containing entities found with low levels of confidence. Finally, each candidate tuple t is presented to the classifier. If the classifier labels tas trustworthy, it is extracted and stored by TEXTRUNNER, for input to Redundancy Based Assessor 21.
Redundancy-Based Assessor 0053. During the extraction process,TEXTRUNNER cre ates a normalized form of the relation that omits non-essential modifiers to verbs and nouns, e.g. "was developed by as a normalized form of "was originally developed by. After extraction has been performed over the entire corpus of text 11, TEXTRUNNER automatically merges tuples, in which both entities (or objects) and the normalized relation between the entities are identical and counts the number of distinct sentences (or sentence-like text) from which each extraction was found.
0054 Following extraction, Redundancy-Based Assessor 21 uses these counts of distinct sentences to assign a prob ability to each tuple using a probabilistic model. Without hand-tagged data, the model efficiently estimates the prob ability that a tuple t (e. e) is a correct instance of the relation, between e, and e, given that it was extracted from k different sentences (or sentence-like text). The model was shown to estimate far more accurate probabilities for IE than noisy-orand point-wise mutual information-based methods. 0055 FIG. 2A illustrates several exemplary tuples 10 cor responding to a portion of an extraction graph produced by the present approach. In a first tuple, an entity 12 (Heisen berg) is coupled with an entity 14 (Oppenheimer) by a rela tionship 16 (spoke with). Entity 14 is also coupled to an entity 18 (American Scientist) by a relationship 20 (is a), with an entity 22 (Berkeley) by a relationship 24 (hired), and to an entity 26 (Physicist) by a relationship 28 (worked as). tuple is trustworthy or not, based upon a probability that the tuple correctly indicates a relationship between the one or more objects or entities comprising the tuple. A decision step 114 determines if each extraction is trustworthy and should be retained and included in retained extractions 118, or is untrustworthy and should be discarded as indicated in a step 116. This decision is based upon whether the probability, P. assigned to the candidate extraction or tuple is greater than Some predefined limit, t. An assessor 120 (e.g., a Redun dancy-Based Assessor) then assesses whether each tuple included in the retained extraction 118 should be included in an extraction graph 122, based upon the count of distinct sentences or phrases in which each retained extracted tuple was found. This assessment assigns a probability to each tuple using a probabilistic model, to estimate the probability that a tuple is a correct instance of the relationship indicated in the tuple, as a function of the number of distinct sentences (or sentence-like text) from which the tuple was extracted.
Query Processing 0058 TEXTRUNNER is capable of responding to queries over millions of tuples at interactive speeds due to an inverted index distributed over a pool of machines. Each relation found during tuple extraction is assigned to a single machine in the pool. Every machine then computes an inverted index over the text of the locally-stored tuples, ensuring that each machine is guaranteed to store all of the tuples containing a reference to any relation assigned to that machine. 0059 FIG.2B illustrates a simple example that shows how an inverted index over tuple text 30 enables a spreading acti vation algorithm to efficiently find all tuples (or triples in this example) that include specified search terms. In this example, the objects or entities are listed in a column 32, next to the tuples in which those terms are included. An exemplary query includes the terms, "American." "Berkeley, and "Physicist." all of which have entries in the inverted index (as shown by the tuples illustrated to the left of the inverted index, which cor respond to those in FIG. 2A) . Retrieving graph regions that contain search terms enables spreading activation to quickly reach other nodes within the regions. In the illustrated example, the node "Oppenheimer' (i.e., entity 14) will score very highly since it receives activation from all three query terms, which correspond respectively to entities 18, 22, and 26 and respectively comprise tuples too tiss, and ts2. 0060. The efficient indexing of tuples in TEXTRUNNER means that when a user (or application) wants to access a Subset of tuples by naming one or more of its elements, the relevant Subset can be retrieved in a manner of seconds, and irrelevant extractions remain unrevealed to the user. Since the relation names in TEXTRUNNER are drawn directly from the text, the intuitions that they implicitly use in formulating a search query are effective. Querying relational triples will Oct. 2, 2008 be easier once TEXTRUNNER is able to know which rela tions are synonymous with others. However, asking the user to 'guess the right word to use in a query is a problem that is shared by most search engines, which suggests that it is manageable for naive users. 0061 Finally, TEXTRUNNER's relation-centric index enables complex relational queries that are not currently pos sible using a standard inverted index used by today's search engines. These include relationship queries, unnamed-item queries, and multiple-attribute queries, each of which is well known to those of ordinary skill in the art. It Subsequently takes O(T log T) time to sort, count, and assess the set of T tuples found by the system. In contrast, each time a traditional IE system is asked to find instances of a new set of relations R, it may be forced to examine a Substantial fraction of the documents in the corpus, making system run-time equal to O(R-D). Thus, when D and R are large, as is typically the case on the Web, TEXTRUNNER's ability to extract information for all relations at once, without having them named explicitly in its input, results in a signifi cant Scalability advantage over previous IE systems (includ ing KNOWITALL). 0063 TEXTRUNNER extracts facts at an average speed of 0.036 CPU seconds per sentence. Compared to depen dency parsers, which take an average of 3 seconds to process a single sentence, TEXTRUNNER runs more than 80 times faster on the corpus of text used when testing it. On average, a Web page in this corpus of text contains 18 sentences, making TEXTRUNNER's average processing speed per document equal to about 0.65 CPU seconds and the total CPU time to extract tuples from the 9 million Web page corpus of text less than 68 CPU hours. Because the corpus of text used in this test is easily divided into separate chunks, the total time for the process on a 20 machine cluster was less than 4 hours. It takes an additional 5 hours for TEXTRUNNER to merge and sort the extracted tuples. The performance of TEX TRUNNER relative to the prior art Web IE system, KNOW ITNOW, is compared in FIG. 3 . 0064. The key to TEXTRUNNER's scalability is process ing time that is linear in D (and constant in R). But, as the above measurements show, TEXTRUNNER is not only scal able in theory, but is also fast in practice.
Exemplary System for Implementing OIE of the Web 0065 FIG. 9 illustrates an exemplary computing system 200 that is suitable for use as a computing device employed for implementing the novel approach described above, i.e., for carrying out the unsupervised extraction of information from at least a part of the corpus of text stored on the Web. It will be appreciated that a plurality of computing systems 200 will likely be employed for creating and maintaining an extraction graph for the Web, since a single Such system (with the processing power/speed currently available), is too slow to achieve the desired speed and efficiency to carry out this task. Instead, it is likely that hundreds of Such computing systems will share in this task, enabling the extraction process to be carried out and updated in an acceptable time.
0066 Computing system 200 includes a processor 212 that is coupled in communication with a generally conven tional data bus 214. Also coupled to the data bus is a memory 216 that includes both random access memory (RAM) and read only memory (ROM). Machine instructions are loaded into memory 216 from storage on a hard drive 218 or from other Suitable non-volatile memory, such as an optical disk or other optical or magnetic media. These machine instructions, when executed by processor 212 can carry out a plurality of different functions employed to implement the approach as described herein, as well as other functions.
0067. An input/output (I/O) interface 220 that includes a plurality of different types of ports, such as serial, parallel, universal serial bus, PS/2, and Firewire ports, is coupled to data bus 214 and is in turn connected to one or more input devices 224. Such as a keyboard, mouse, or other pointing device, enabling a user to interact with the computing system and to provide input and control the operation of the comput ing system. A display interface 222 couples a display device 226 to the data bus, enabling a browser program window and other graphic and textinformation to be displayed for viewing by a user, if computing system 200 comprises a client com puting device. The computing system is coupled to a network and/or to the Internet 230 (or other wide area network) via a network interface 228, which couples to data bus 214. Through the network interface, the computing system is able to access at least a portion of the corpus of text that is stored on distributed storage at remote storage sites 232a-232n, wherein the subscript "n" on "remote storage site 232n' can be a very large number, e.g., indicating that there are more than 100's of thousands of remote storage sites being accessed to extract information from the corpus of text stored at least in part at those sites.
Experimental Results 0068 Recall and error rate of TEXTRUNNER were com pared with that of a closed IE system on a set of relations, as listed below. The more fascinating challenge of characteriz ing the far broader set of facts and relations extracted by TEXTRUNNER is also discussed below.
Comparison with a Traditional IE System 0069. One means of evaluating Open IE is to compare its performance with an existing state-of-the-art Web IE system. For this comparison, KNOWITALL, which is an unsuper vised IE system capable of performing large-scale extraction from the Web, was used. To control the experiments, both TEXTRUNNER and KNOWITALL were tested on the task of extracting facts from a 9 million Web page corpus of text. 0070 Since KNOWITALL is a closed IE system, it was necessary to select a set of relations in advance. (The term "closed IE system" refers to the requirement to specify the set of relations found by an IE system up front.) The following 10 relations that could be found in at least 1,000 sentences in the corpus of text used were randomly selected, while manually filtering out relations that were overly vague (e.g., relations with words such as "includes'): ( 0072 Still, a large proportion of the errors of both systems were from noun phrase analysis, where arguments were trun cated or stray words added. It is difficult to find extraction boundaries accurately when the intended type of arguments Such as company names, person names, or book titles are not specified to the system. This concern was particularly true for the "author of relation, where many arguments reflecting book titles were truncated and the error rate was 32% for TEXTRUNNER and 47% for KNOWITALL. With this out lier excluded, the average error rate is 10% for TEXTRUN NER and 16% for KNOWITALL.
0073. Even when extracting information for only ten rela tions, TEXTRUNNER's efficiency advantage is apparent. Although they were run over the same 9 million page corpus, TEXTRUNNER's distributed extraction process took a total of 85 CPU hours to perform extraction for all relations in the corpus at once, whereas KNOWITALL, which analyzed all sentences in the corpus that potentially matched its rules, took an average of 6.3 CPU hours per relation. In the amount of time that KNOWITALL can extract data for 14 pre-specified relations, TEXTRUNNER discovers orders of magnitude more relations that are not pre-specified, from the same cor puS.
0074 Beyond the ten relations sampled, there is a funda mental difference between the two systems. Standard IE sys tems can only operate on relations given to them a priori by the user and are only practical for a relatively small number of relations. In contrast, Open IE operates without knowing the relations a priori and extracts information from all relations at How many of these tuples are distinct, as opposed to identical or synonymous? Answering these questions is challenging due to both the size and diversity of the tuple set. As explained below, a series of estimates and approximations were made in order to address such questions. 0077. As a first step, the analysis was restricted to the subset of tuples that TEXTRUNNER extracted with high probability. Specifically, the tuples that were evaluated met the following criteria: (1) TEXTRUNNER assigned a prob ability of at least 0.8 to the tuple; (2) the tuple's relation is supported by at least 10 distinct sentences in the corpus; (3) the tuple's relation is not found to be in the top 0.1% of relations by number of supporting sentences. (These relations were so general as to be nearly vacuous, such as (NP1, has, NP2).) This filtered set includes 11.3 million tuples contain ing 278,085 distinct relation strings and is the filtered set used in all the measurements described herein.
Estimating the Correctness of Facts 0078 Four hundred tuples were randomly selected from the filtered set as a sample. The measurements below are extrapolated, based on hand tagging the sample. The tuples were then manually inspected in order to characterize the data extracted by TEXTRUNNER. Each evaluator first judged whether the relation was well-formed. A relation r is consid ered to be well-formed if there is some pair of entities X and Y such that (X, r, Y) is a relation between X and Y. For example, (FCI, specializes in, Software development) con tains a well-formed relation, but (demands, of securing, bor der) does not. If a tuple was found to possess a well-formed relation, it was then judged to see if the arguments were reasonable for the relation. X and Y are well-formed argu ments for the relation rif X and Y are of a "type' of entity that can form a relation (X, r, Y). An example of a tuple whose arguments are not well-formed is (29, dropped, instruments). 0079. The tuples that met these criteria were then further classified as either concrete or abstract. Concrete means that the truth of the tuple is grounded in particular entities, for example, (Tesla, invented, coil transformer). Abstract tuples are underspecified, such as (Einstein, derived, theory), or refer to entities specified elsewhere, but imply properties of general classes, such as (executive, hired by, company). 0080 Finally, each concrete or abstract tuple was judged as true or false, based on whether it was consistent with the truth value of the sentence from which it was extracted. FIG. 3 Summarizes this analysis of the extracted tuples. As indi cated therein, about 11.3 million tuples were extracted from a limited corpus of text that included 9 million exemplary Web pages. Of these, about 9.3 tuples were found to have a well formed relationship between the entities in the tuples, and about 7.8 million facts were found having both a well-formed relation and arguments (or entities) and a probability at least 0.8. Of those facts or tuples, 80.4% were deemed to be cor rect, according to human reviewers. Within a given relation, an average of 14% of the tuples (i.e., about 1 million) were deemed to be concrete facts, of which 88.1% are correct, and about 79.2% (or about 6.8 million tuples) were deemed to be abstract facts, of which about 77.2% were determined to be correct. Concrete facts are potentially useful for information extraction or question answering, while abstract assertions are useful for ontology learning and other applications. Of course, only a small subset of the universe of tuples would be Oct. 2, 2008 of interest in any particular application (e.g., the tuples cor responding to the relations in the experiment described above).
Estimating the Number of Distinct Facts I0081. Of the millions of tuples extracted by TEXTRUN NER, how many reflect distinct statements as opposed to reformulations of existing extractions? In order to answer this question, it is necessary to be able to detect when one relation is synonymous with another, as well as when an entity is referred to by multiple names. Both problems are very diffi cult in an unsupervised, domain-independent context, with a very large number of relations and entities of widely varying types. In these evaluative measurements, it was only possible to address relation synonymy, which means that the measure ments reported below should be viewed as rough approxima tions.
0082 In order to assess the number of distinct relations found by TEXTRUNNER, relations differing only in leading or trailing punctuation, auxiliary verbs, or in leading stop words such as that, who, and which were further merged. For example, "are consistent with is merged with, "which is consistent with." Also merged were relations differing only by their use of active and passive voice (e.g., invented is merged with was invented by). This procedure reduced the number of distinct relations to 91% of the number before merging. I0083) Even after implementing the above-described merge, the question remains: how many of the relation strings are synonymous? This question is exceedingly difficult to answer because many of the relations that TEXTRUNNER finds have multiple senses. The relation developed, for example, may be a relation between a person and an invention but also between a person and a disease. It is rare to find two distinct relations that are truly synonymous in all senses of each phrase, unless domain-specific type checking is per formed on one or both arguments. If the first argument is the name of a scientist, then developed is very likely to be syn onymous with invented and created, and is closely related to patented. Without Such argument type checking, these rela tions will pick out overlapping, but quite distinct sets of tuples. (Several preliminary experiments were carried out using a data-driven approach to synonym discovery based on a known approach for discovering inference rules from text that confirmed this hypothesis.) I0084. It is, however, easier for a human to assess similarity at the tuple level, where context in the form of entities ground ing the relationship is available. In order to estimate the number of similar facts extracted by TEXTRUNNER, the process began with the filtered set of 11.3 million tuples. For each tuple, clusters were found of concrete tuples, of the form:
(e1, 1, e2), (e1, q, e) where r-6q that is, tuples where the entities match, but the relation strings are distinct. It was found that only one third of the tuples belonged to Such 'synonymy clusters." I0085 Next, 100 synonymy clusters were randomly sampled and a manual process was carried out to determine how many distinct facts existed within each cluster. For example, the cluster of four tuples below describes two dis tinct relations R1 and R2 between Bletchley Park and Station X, as follows:
I0086 R (Bletchley Park, was location of Station X) 0087 R. (Bletchley Park, being called, Station X) I0088 R (Bletchley Park, known as, Station X) I0089 R (Bletchley Park, codenamed, Station X) 0090. Overall, it was found that roughly one quarter of the tuples in the sample were reformulations of other tuples con tained somewhere in the filtered set of 11.3 million tuples. Given the previous measurement that two thirds of the con crete fact tuples do not belong to synonymy clusters, it can be computed that roughly 92% of the tuples found by TEX TRUNNER express distinct assertions. As pointed out earlier, this is an overestimate of the number of unique facts because the impact of multiple entity names is not factored into the result.
Conclusions 0091. The preceding discussion discloses an exemplary approach to implement Open IE from the Web, using an unsupervised extraction paradigm that eschews relation-spe cific extraction in favor of a single extraction pass over the corpus oftext, during which relations of interest are automati cally discovered and efficiently stored. Unlike traditional IE systems that repeatedly incur the cost of analysis of the corpus of text with the naming of each new relation, the approach for implementing Open IE with a one-time relation discovery procedure enables a user to name and explore relationships at interactive speeds. 0092. The preceding discussion also introduces TEX TRUNNER, an exemplary fully implemented Open IE sys tem, and demonstrates its ability to extract massive amounts of high-quality information from a nine million Web page corpus of text. It has been shown that TEXTRUNNER is able to match the recall of the KNOWITALL State-of-the-art Web IE system, while achieving higher precision. 0093. Although the concepts disclosed herein have been described in connection with the preferred form of practicing them and modifications thereto, those of ordinary skill in the art will understand that many other modifications can be made thereto within the scope of the claims that follow. Accordingly, it is not intended that the scope of these con cepts in any way be limited by the above description, but instead be determined entirely by reference to the claims that follow.
The invention in which an exclusive right is claimed is defined by the following:
1. A method for unsupervised determination of relational information from a corpus of text, comprising the steps of:
(a) developing a heuristic model for extracting relation ships from text, each relationship comprising a tuple; and (b) using the heuristic model to automatically discover and extract a plurality of tuples from the corpus of text. 2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of automatically creating means for ranking a quality of the plurality of tuples extracted from the corpus oftext, each tuple including a plurality of objects and at least one relationship that connects the plurality of objects.
3. The method of claim 2, further comprising the step of automatically applying the means for ranking to assess the quality of each of the tuples that is automatically extracted from the corpus of text. Oct. 2, 2008 4. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of automatically determining which of the tuples will be retained, based upon the quality of each tuple that is assessed by the means for ranking.
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of using the heuristic model to automatically discover and extract the plurality of tuples comprises the step of automatically iden tifying nouns and verbs in sentence-like text found in the corpus of text, the nouns that are identified prospectively comprising objects, and the verbs prospectively comprising relationships between the objects.
6. The method of claim 4, wherein the step of automatically applying the means for ranking comprises the step of using a probability model to determine a probability that the relation ship between objects in each tuple that has been extracted is trustworthy or not trustworthy.
7. The method of claim 6, wherein the step of automatically determining which of the tuples will be retained comprises the step of only retaining tuples for which the relationship has been determined to be trustworthy, the probability thus com prising an indication of the quality of the tuple.
8. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of automatically creating the means for ranking comprises the steps of:
(a) for training data, using a parser to automatically iden tify objects and relationships of each tuple in the training data and to label each tuple in the training data as either trustworthy or not trustworthy in regard to a relationship between the plurality of objects comprising the tuple; and (b) using the tuples that have thus been labeled as a training example for the means for ranking that will be employed to determine the quality of the tuples extracted from the corpus of text, so that the means for ranking learns in an unsupervised manner from the training example how to classify tuples extracted from the corpus of text, in regard to their quality. 9. The method of claim 8, wherein the means for ranking comprises an independent feature model classifier that is automatically trained without human interaction.
10. A memory medium on which computer executable machine instructions are stored, for carrying out the steps of claim 1.
11. A method for automatically extracting relational infor mation from a corpus of text with a computing device without specifying criteria or patterns for controlling extraction of the relational information by the computing device, comprising the steps of:
(a) determining a set of linguistic features that are domain independent and which can be used to extract relation ships between objects from text; and (b) using the linguistic features, automatically extracting a plurality of tuples from the corpus of text, each tuple including a plurality of objects connected by at least one relationship. 12. The method of claim 11, wherein the step of determin ing the set of linguistic features is automatically carried out by the computing device without using manually input tagged examples, and without manual intervention.
13. The method of claim 11, further comprising the step of automatically learning to identify extracted relationships between objects as being either trustworthy or not trustwor thy, by labeling relationships extracted from a relatively small set of training data as trustworthy or not.
14. The method of claim 13, based upon an ability to rank relationships that was learned with the Small set of training data, further comprising the step of automatically producing a ranking model that can characterize each relationship extracted from the corpus of text in regard to a quality of the relationship.
15. The method of claim 14, further comprising the step of applying the ranking model to automatically learn to assess the tuples that are extracted in regard to the quality of the relationships of the tuples, to determine which tuples are to be retained.
16. The method of claim 15, further comprising the step of assessing a probability for each tuple that is to be retained as extracted relational information for the corpus of text, based upon a probabilistic model that indicates a level of confidence for the tuple.
17. The method of claim 15, wherein the step of automati cally learning to assess comprises the steps of (a) automatically labeling each relationship extracted from the training data as either positive or negative, producing labeled data; and (b) training an independent feature model using the labeled data, so that the independent feature model is used to determine the quality of the relationships indicated by the tuples, in regard to whether each of the relationships of the tuples extracted from the corpus of text is trust worthy or not trustworthy. 18. The method of claim 17, wherein the independent feature model comprises a Naive Bayes classifier that oper ates without manual Supervision and is thus self-Supervised.
19. The method of claim 11, further comprising the step of mapping each tuple extracted from the corpus of text to a feature vector representation, wherein all features are domain independent.
20. The method of claim 16, wherein the step of automati cally extracting tuples from the corpus of text comprises the step of carrying out a single pass through the corpus of text in which words are automatically tagged in regards to a most probable part-of-speech, and wherein nouns are identified as being possible objects in a tuple.
21. The method of claim 20, wherein the step of automati cally extracting tuples comprises the step of employing a noun chunker to automatically identify objects that comprise each of the tuples extracted from the corpus of text.
22. The method of claim 21, further comprising the step of employing the noun chunker for automatically determining a probability that each word identified in a possible noun phrase, is a noun that actually represents an object in a tuple.
23. The method of claim 22, further comprising the step of using the probability that was automatically determined, to discard tuples that include objects having an unacceptably low level of confidence, because the probability determined for one or more nouns comprising the objects of the tuple is below a predefined value.
24. The method of claim 21, wherein the step of automati cally extracting further comprises the steps of (a) creating a normalized form of relationships in each tuple that is extracted, by omitting non-essential modi fiers of verbs and nouns in the tuple: (b) merging tuples in which objects and their normalized relationships are Substantially identical; and (c) counting a number of distinct sentences included in the corpus of text from which each retained tuple was extracted.
Oct. 2, 2008 25. The method of claim 24, wherein the step of assessing a probability for each tuple that is to be retained with the probabilistic model comprises the step of using a count of the number of distinct sentences that was determined to assess the quality of the tuple.
26. The method of claim 15, further comprising the step of computing an inverted index over the tuples that have been retained to facilitate responding to queries, for accessing the information provided within an extraction graph comprising the retained tuples.
27. A memory medium on which computer executable machine instructions are stored, for carrying out the steps of claim 11. 28. A system for automatically extracting relational infor mation from a corpus of text without specifying criteria or patterns for controlling extraction of the relational informa tion, comprising:
(a) a memory in which a plurality of machine instructions are stored;
(b) a storage in which a corpus of text is stored; (c) an interface for coupling to the storage; and (d) a processor that is coupled to the memory and also coupled to the storage through the interface, the proces Sor executing the machine instructions stored in the memory to carry out a plurality of functions, including: (i) determining a set of linguistic features that are domain independent and which can be used to extract relationships between objects from text; and (ii) using the linguistic features, automatically extract ing a plurality of tuples from the corpus of text, each tuple including a plurality of objects connected by at least one relationship. 29. The system of claim 28, wherein the machine instruc tions further cause the processor to determine the linguistic features automatically without using manually input tagged examples, and without manual intervention.
30. The system of claim 28, wherein the machine instruc tions further cause the processor to automatically learn to rank extracted relationships between objects, by identifying relationships extracted from training data, as being either trustworthy or not trustworthy.
31. The system of claim 30, wherein based upon ranking results learned from the training data, the machine instruc tions further cause the processor to automatically implement a ranking function that can characterize each relationship extracted from the corpus of text in regard to a quality of the relationship connecting the objects.
32. The system of claim 31, wherein the machine instruc tions further cause the processor to apply the ranking function to automatically rank the tuples that are extracted in regard to the quality of the relationships indicated for the tuples, the quality assigned by the ranking function to a tuple being used to determine if the tuple will be retained.
33. The system of claim 32, wherein the machine instruc tions further cause the processor to assess a probability for each tuple that is to be retained, based upon a probabilistic model that depends on the quality of the relationships for the retained tuples and upon a number of distinct instances from which each tuple was extracted, wherein the probability indi cates a likelihood that the retained tuple indicates a correct instance of the relationship between the objects included in the retained tuple.
34. The system of claim 31, wherein the machine instruc tions further cause the processor to:
(a) automatically label each relationship extracted from the training data as either positive or negative, producing labeled data; and (b) train an independent feature model function using the labeled data, so that the independent feature model func tion is used for implementing the ranking function to determine the quality of the relationships indicated by the tuples, in regard to whether each of the relationships of the tuples extracted from the corpus of text is trust worthy or not, and thus, whether each tuple extracted will be retained.
35. The system of claim 34, wherein the independent fea ture model function comprises a Naive Bayes classifier that operates without manual Supervision and is thus self-Super vised.
36. The system of claim 28, wherein the machine instruc tions further cause the processor to map each tuple extracted from the corpus of text to a feature vector representation, wherein all features are domain independent.
37. The system of claim 28, wherein the machine instruc tions cause the processor to make a single pass through the corpus of text, while automatically tagging words included therein in regards to a most probable part-of-speech, and wherein nouns are identified as being possible objects included in a tuple.
38. The system of claim 37, wherein the machine instruc tions cause the processor to employ a noun chunker to auto matically identify objects comprising each of the tuples that are extracted from the corpus of text.
39. The system of claim 38, wherein the machine instruc tions cause the processor to employ the noun chunker to automatically determine a probability with which each word identified as possibly comprising a noun phrase is a noun that actually represents an object in a tuple.
40. The system of claim 39, wherein the machine instruc tions cause the processor to use the probability to discard tuples that include objects having a low level of confidence, because the probability determined for one or more nouns respectively comprising one or more of the objects of the tuple, is below a predefined value.
41. The system of claim 28, wherein the machine instruc tions cause the processor to:
(a) create a normalized form of relationships in each tuple that is extracted, by omitting non-essential modifiers of verbs and nouns in the tuple; (b) merge tuples for which objects and their normalized relationships are Substantially identical; and (c) count a number of distinct sentences included in the corpus of text from which each retained tuple was extracted.
42. The system of claim 41, wherein the machine instruc tions further cause the processor to use the number of distinct sentences that were counted to assess a quality of each tuple, to determine whether the tuple will be retained.
43. The system of claim 32, wherein the machine instruc tions further cause the processor to compute an inverted index over the tuples that have been retained, to facilitate respond ing to queries by accessing the information provided by the tuples.
44. The system of claim 28, wherein the interface couples the processor to a network over which the storage of the corpus of text is distributed.
45. The system of claim 44, wherein the storage for the corpus of text is distributed over a plurality of servers that are accessed via the Internet.
46. The system of claim 28, wherein the machine language instructions further cause the processor to process queries to return information related to one or more of the objects in the tuples extracted from the corpus of text.
47. A system that executes software to automatically extract relational information from a corpus of text, without operator Supervision and without regard to a domain of the information, comprising:
(a) a self-Supervising learning function that learns from training data how to classify information that will be extracted from the corpus of text as being trustworthy or not trustworthy, the self-Supervising learning function producing a classifier; (b) an extractor that makes a pass through the corpus of text and extracts candidate tuples, each candidate tuple including a plurality of objects coupled by at least one possible relationship, the classifier processing each can didate tuple to determine if the candidate tuple is trust worthy, producing a set of retained tuples comprising all of the candidate tuples that have been determined by the classifier to be trustworthy; and (c) a redundancy-based assessor that assigns a probability to each retained tuple, the probability being indicative of a likelihood that the retained tuple is an actual instance of a relationship between the plurality of objects com prising the retained tuple. 48. The system of claim 47, wherein the self-supervised learning function uses a parser and heuristics to extract objects and relationships between the objects included in the training data and then labels the relationships between the objects that were extracted as being either trustworthy or not, to teach the classifier to determine if the candidate tuples extracted from the corpus of text are trustworthy or not.
49. The system of claim 47, wherein the extractor pro cesses the corpus of text to tag words included therein as a most probable part-of-speech and then employs a noun chunker to identify noun phrases from which the candidate tuples are extracted.
50. The system of claim 49, wherein the noun chunker heuristically eliminates non-essential phrases when extract ing the candidate tuples during the pass through the corpus of text. 51. The system of claim 47, wherein the redundancy-based assessor counts a number of distinct instances of each retained tuple extracted from the corpus of text, and based at least in part upon the number of distinct instances counted, the redundancy-based assessor determines the probability that the relationship between the plurality of objects compris ing the retained tuple has been correctly identified.
